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HHR Project Objectives
1.

To complete a current assessment of S&S
systems at participating healthcare
organizations.
2. To describe the strengths and challenges of
each healthcare organization’s respective
electronic, manual or hybrid S&S systems in
order to look for promising S&S practices.
3. To develop S&S resources, such as
evaluative strategies and tools, needed to
undertake a systematic evaluation.
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Project Design








Design



Evaluability assessment
Qualitative descriptive




4 Ontario healthcare organizations
Front line clinical nurses, clinical leaders, nurse educators, managers, staffing
schedulers, union stewards, directors, senior administrators, finance/payroll, human
resources, information technology services

Setting & Participants

Ethics Approval



Written consents
Anonymization process




Key informant interviews (27)
Focus groups (48 nurses x 8 groups + 10 staffing schedulers x 2 groups)



Inductive content analysis approach guided by Burnard (1991)





Face + content validity of data collection tools (Colton & Covert, 2007)
Utility of findings
Trustworthiness of findings

Data Collection
Data Analysis

Project Evaluation Rigor
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The Staffing and Scheduling Conceptual
Framework in Nursing© is copyrighted to
Dr. Judy Rashotte on behalf of the
Innovative Approaches to Staffing and
Scheduling Advisory Team.
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Staffing & Scheduling
Conceptual Framework

Organization’s Shared Values



Open Communication
Fostering of Supportive Relationships

Context
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Nursing Shortage
Patient Population
Health Services Reorganization
Delivery of Care Changes
Master Rotation Changes
Budget Constraints
S&S Model

Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Goals

Patient Safety / Quality of Care
QWL / Balance of Work with
Personal Life
Fiscal Accountability
S&S Processes

S&S System Outcomes
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Satisfaction
Trust
Engagement
Absenteeism
Retention and Recruitment
Adoption of S&S System Processes
Bed Closures and/or Cancellations
S&S Errors

Goals for the S&S System
Patient Safety/Quality of Care
•
Patient/nurse matching
•
Nurse-to-patient ratios
•
Responsiveness to changing unit needs
•
Continuity of care
QWL/ Balance of Work with Personal Life
•
Degree of predictability & control
•
Hours worked
•
Nursing workplace safety
•
Degree of flexibility & accommodation
•
Extent of work intrusion into personal life
Fiscal Accountability
•
Information & data retrieval
•
Payroll/staffing reconciliation
•
Cost efficiencies

Goals

S&S Processes
•
Degree of human error
•
Efficiencies
•
Effectiveness
•
Selective accessibility
•
Learnability
•
Flexibility
•
Operability
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Goals for the S&S System
 Differences existed between the key
stakeholder groups related to emphasis
and priority
 For front-line nurses, patient
safety/quality of care & QWL/balance
of work with personal life were the
primary goals
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Front-Line Nurses’ Goals
“To have adequate staff and adequate trained staff in order
to practice safely and meet the patients’ needs, to maintain
quality of care to the patients and at the same time not to
put nurses at risk if you don’t have the staffing.”
“I guess the goal of staffing is to also have buffers so that
even on a day to day or shift to shift situation where you do
get sick calls - you do get people that are off for many
different reasons, family related reasons - and so that you
have people to pull on with the skill set that is required.”
“I think the other goal is to make sure that people have a
rotation. I don’t think there is anything more important for
shift workers is to have a rotation so you can plan and have
an outside life. “
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Others’ Goals for S&S System
 Clinically-Related Administrators/ Managers
 All 4 goals identified x 4 institutions but primary-goal
emphasis different
 Staffing Schedulers
 S&S processes x 2 institutions

 “standardization” ; “doing things the same way”; “easy”; “simple”

 All 4 goals x 2 institutions but primary-goal emphasis different

 Human Resources/Financial Services





S&S processes x 4 institutions
Patient safety x 3 institutions
Fiscal accountability x 2 institutions
QWL, as it impacted R&R, primary-goal x 1 institution

 Information Technology

 S&S processes + fiscal accountability x 3 institutions who had
electronic S&S system
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Impetus for Change in S&S
System
1.

2.
3.
4.

Inconsistent S&S
practices and/or
inequitable levels of S&S
resources
Fiscal negligence due to
lack of resource sharing
across the organization
Inappropriate use of
nurses’ time spent in S&S
activities
Payroll errors linked to
S&S practices and/or
cumbersome payroll
processes.

 Important to acknowledge
that fiscal accountability and
elements of S&S processes
were perceived by nurses as
the impetus for change even
though not their goals. This
contributed to nurses’ anger
if
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 these goals were not
perceived to be achieved
while their own goals were
not met
 they perceived their
priorities were less valued
by others (although this was
not found to be true)

Organization’s Shared Values

1.
2.

Goals
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Fostering Supportive
Relationships
Open Communication
Processes Regarding
S&S Decision-Making

Organizational Shared Values
 Strength when present; grieved when
lost; feared threat of loss with change
 The presence of a project manager who
has leadership strength in these areas,
as well as S&S system and rotation
development acumen, perceived as a
strength of any S&S system.
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“Having somebody linked directly to your unit, who you
contact, so you don’t have to tell your story 15 times to, it’s a
big key to our staffing and scheduling.”
“They try hard to make sure we’re happy. They try really
hard to meet the unit and the individual needs. Now, we’re
worried we might lose that when we move to the system.”
“Previously the staffing schedulers who staffed the unit
were within the unit, so I think they had a lot of commitment
to the unit. Ours knew the staff really well. She knew the
staff’s seniority, what was the comfort zone and safe zone
for our patients. She knew me by name. She knew me by face.
… Now no one knows who that name belongs to. We’re just
faceless names.”
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Context
1.



2.

•
3.
•
•
4.
•

Goals

•
•
•
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5.
6.


7.

Nursing Shortage
Replacement with alternate level
care provider
Inexperienced-to-experienced
nurse ratio
Turnover rates
Patient Population
Patient acuity
Stability of patient census
Health Services Reorganization
Amalgamation
Unionization
Delivery of Care Changes
Introduction of a new model of
care
Skill mix changes
Introduction of new
responsibilities to RN role
Introduction of staffing for
fluctuating census
Master Rotation Changes
Budget Constraints
Initial budget allocation
Release of funding timely manner
S&S Model

Nursing Shortage
 Implementation of a float team and nursing resource team
considered a strength of a S&S system.

“It’s an ongoing issue because they don’t have backup support for
replacing nurses that want take a day off … If a nurse is sick,
they have somebody that is walking in with no experience as to
what’s expected and what’s coming in and what’s the routine in
that [area], how many patients they receive, who you need to
call.”
“It’s not due to our scheduling process. It’s due to a shortage …
changing the system isn’t going to help us when we’re on the
desk and we have to do the calling in. Honestly, it would all be
better if we had more staff, because there just isn’t a lot of
staff to call.”
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S&S Models
 S&S models
 Decentralized, centralized, hybrid

 No one particular S&S model appears to
inherently foster or impede open
communication or relationship building;
structures and processes need to be put
into place to address these needs.
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Information Technology
Activities

Assist with the selection and purchase of
the S&S system

Goals
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Install the electronic (software and
hardware) S&S system



Provide ongoing technical support for the
entire electronic components of the
system



Provide ongoing monitoring and upgrading
of the system



Liaise with hardware and software vendors



Assist with the creation and collection of
data output measures



Provide system training

Influencing Factors

Available budget

Size of IT service

Hardware and software vendor service
provision

Impact of S&S Software
 Multiple strategies to declare availability improve effectiveness
as system access issues from home, especially in rural areas, and
IT unplanned down times impact declaration of availability or
scheduling requests.
 Software that enables multiple screens to be visualized at one
time improves efficiencies.
 Congruence of S&S software calendar, payroll calendar and
personal calendars reduces confusion, errors and frustration.
 Software programs that reveal shifts that are broken into 2 or
more segments (e.g., float team nurses whose 12-hour shift may
be between two units ) reduces confusion, errors and
frustration.
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Impact of S&S Software
 Software systems that are merged in such a way that all user
groups have the same updated information reduces confusion,
errors and frustration.
 Shift changes within a six-week rotation are enhanced when
software facilitates visibility of six-week blocks.
 Efficiencies for staffing schedulers are enhanced when
employee contact data base allows for increased amount of
information (e.g., more than one employee phone number).
 Staffing errors are reduced when software coding does not limit
visibility as to what activities the staff will be engaged in on any
particular shift.
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Human Resources
& Financial Service

Activities

Conduct recruitment activities

Process new employees

Organize orientation for new staff

Provide guidance with regards to the
application of collective
agreement(s)

Generate payroll biweekly

Provide monthly financial reports

Assist with the hiring of nurses

Goals

Influencing Factors

Degree of flexibility in S&S
processes (union & institutional P&P)

Software limitations

Size of the service

Availability of timely and accurate
data
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Impact of HR Processes
 Processing of new employees into payroll
system &/or S&S software program in timely
manner is a challenge when using a fully
automated system

 Electronic system reveals inherently poor or poorly
performed S&S practices

 Software systems that enable entry of new
employees or employee status changes at any
time enhances efficiencies.
 Flexibility in institutional S&S policies and
procedures positively impacts S&S (e.g.,
employee start dates)
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Clinical Management
Activities

Develop regular nursing rotation & generic
master rotation development, in accordance
with union contracts and institutional policies
and procedures

Determine daily staffing level requirements

Determine staffing levels or
quotas/patterns and staffing mix

Problem-solve gaps in schedules

Temporarily or permanently augment staff,
in accordance with union contracts and
institutional policies and procedures

Consult with HR regarding S&S issues

Undertake ongoing fiscal monitoring

Ensure the provision of safe and quality
patient care and a safe work environment
for nurses

Goals
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Influencing Factors

Degree of flexibility in S&S processes (union
& institutional P&P)

Level of S&S expertise

Degree of S&S responsibility &
accountability preservation

Management philosophy regarding S&S
practices

Impact of Clinical Management
Issues
 Level of expertise required to create master
rotations appropriate to staffing needs of unit
 Preservation of responsibility and accountability can
arise with centralization and hybrid S&S models

“The message that we give to staff is that everything is
ultimately the manager but unfortunately with the
staffing schedulers, there’s some micromanagement.”
“Some leaders have divested the staffing and
scheduling responsibility to that office but in fact
they are accountable.”
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Front Line Nurses
Activities
•
Declare availability, or conversely,
unavailability, for additional shifts (for
part-time and casual nurses), in accordance
with the union contract

Submit schedule requests, in accordance
with union contract & unit/institutional P&P

Submit rotation changes, in accordance
with union contract & unit or institutional
P&P

Report staff absences, in accordance with
institutional P&P

Review posted rotations to ensure that
their collective agreement has been
respected

Report hours worked, in accordance with
institutional P&P

Report overtime & off-unit work activities,
in accordance with union contract & unit or
institutional P&P

Goals

Influencing Factors
•
Declaration of availability processes

Timing of calls for extra shifts

Degree of ability to negotiate
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Front-Line Nurses
“Nurses are not doing their part yet. I would
prefer they put it into the system and then I
could pull from that and the casuals, we very
rarely get any availability from them. You kind
of have to track them down.”
“Part-time and casual nurse, barely anyone fills
out their availability on our unit and then they
complain that they’re not getting called. I
think there’s a piece there on our part.”
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Staffing Schedulers

Goals

Activities

Verify daily staffing quotas with the clinical areas

Fill immediate and short-term vacancies in
accordance with contract & institutional P&P

Fill advanced booking according to contract &
institutional P&P

Enter availability (or conversely, unavailability) into
system

Input information into various electronic S&S
systems

Approve/refuse shift switches in accordance with
contract & institutional P&P

Approve/refuse vacations in accordance with
contract & institutional P&P

Generate the rotation schedules in accordance with
contract & institutional P&P

Prepare and post updated schedules

Submit payroll hours
Influencing Factors

Software application(s)

Staffing office structure

S&S rules and regulations (institutional and union)

Availability of resources

Communication processes

Level of knowledge
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Level of expertise

Staffing Schedulers
“With the new system, nurses declare their availability.
But I can only take two shifts at most and I have to
call everybody for these two shifts, then I call them
again for the two next shifts. I have to call the same
nurses again because the system is way too
complicated to manoeuvre. … So we cannot do block
booking.”
“We have a lot of guidelines … We also relate with other
departments too, like HR, payroll, and health office.
So we’re able to connect with them on issues that
need to be resolved … Yeah, we have every resource
that we need.”
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S&S System Outcomes

1.

Satisfaction

2.

Trust

3.

Engagement

4.

Absenteeism

5.

Retention & Recruitment

6.

Adoption of S&S System
Processes

7.

Bed Closures &/or
Cancellations

8.

S&S Errors

Goals
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S&S Outcomes
 Level of Job Satisfaction

Feeling frustrated and/or angry
Feeling stressed and worried
Wearing the burden
Feeling a sense of panic or impending disaster
associated with a sense of chaos
 Feeling a loss of control over personal life





 Level of Trust

 Trust in the people within the S&S system
 Trust in the technology
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S&S Outcomes


Degree of Engagement



Feeling of reciprocity
Organizational involvement



Absenteeism



Retention & Recruitment



Adoption of S&S System Processes



Bed closures &/or Surgical Cancellations



S&S errors





Inadvertent underage or overage of staff,
Nurses called to work a shift they are already working
Breaking union rules
Payroll errors
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Patient Safety / Quality of Care
Outcome Measures
 # , type, & origin of
medication errors
 Mortality rates
 Nosocomial infection rates
(e.g., CVL and wound
infections)
 # of patient falls
 # of pressure ulcers
 # of pain assessments
completed
 # of PUPP assessments
completed

 Patient/family complaints re
nursing care
 Wait times for transfer
based on nursing
 Patient/family satisfaction
level
 Continuity of care measures
 # cancelled surgeries
 Patient acuity levels
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QWL/Balance of Work with Personal Life
Outcome Measures










# of shift swaps granted
# of shift swaps refused
Satisfaction level of nurses
Satisfaction level of
managers
Morale level
Overtime hours
Sick time rates, type, and
relationship to OT
Work-related injury rates
and relationship to OT and
workload
Turnover rates/unit

 Reasons for turnover (exit
interviews)
 # scheduling requests
honoured (vacation, stats,
education)
 # of outstanding vacations
 # mandatory shifts
worked/shift/unit
 Degree of flexibility in
scheduling
 # of workload and scheduling
grievances
 # times called for same shift
replacement
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QWL/Balance of Work with Personal Life
Outcome Measures
 # times called/weekly for
S&S issues
 preceptor continuity
measures
 # times nurse
precepted/yearly
 # scheduling changes to
master rotation (with or
without notification)
 # hours nurses involved in
S&S processes
 Workload measures
 # of missed breaks/shift

 # call backs from committee
work
 # cancelled professional
days
 # times unit worked
shortstaff
 Rate of mobilization/per unit
in and out; per individual
person
 Quarterly + annual
inexperienced-to
experienced ratio rates
 # of float nurses/shift/unit
 # of agency staff/shift/unit
 Length of time to fill
vacancies
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Fiscal Accountability
Outcome Measures
 # of shift swaps granted
 # grievances (costs
associated with)
 OT hour costs
 Work compensation costs
 Absenteeism costs
 Modified work hours costs
 Costs associated with # of
over-age and underage

 Orientation costs
 Agency costs
 Costs of bed occupancy
losses
 # of new hires within and
outside of annual budget
 Error costs (e.g., prolonged
hospitalizations; medication
costs)
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S&S Processes
Outcome Measures
 # process grievances
 # & type of vacancies in
baseline rotation/schedule
 # times replacement with
alternate level care provider
 Actual FTE point code of PT
staff at time of posting of
schedule
 # S&S errors; scheduling
violations
 # payroll errors
 # calls to attain
replacement/gap
 Level of consistency in
decision-making between
staffing officers

 Rate of non-availability of PT
and casual staff
 # outstanding vacations
 # off on vacation at one time
 # vacations not granted
 # unpaid vacation by PT
 Rate of congruence between
electronic system and paper
system
 # of calls/unit staffing
problem and # people
involved
 # last minute calls at OT
versus # pre-filled holes in
schedule
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S&S Processes
Outcome Measures
 Length of time for HR
updates to be made available
to the SO
 # hours clinical
leaders/charge nurse and
clinical managers are involved
in staffing
 Congruence between
designated to actual shift
availability
 # of overage and underage
shifts
 Degree of delay in
completing payroll

 # of shift negotiations
 # of last-minute sick
calls/schedule
 # of no-shows/shift
 # of unanticipated
shows/shift
 Satisfaction level of nurses
 Satisfaction level of
managers
 Satisfaction level of staffing
officers
 Satisfaction level of payroll
officers
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Promising S&S Practices
 www.staffingandscheduling.ca
 Goal Related
 Ascertain goals collaboratively with all user groups
 Mantra: software to meet user needs
 Create organizational level S&S Committee
 Regular organizational-level S&S committee meetings
 Broad circulation of S&S Committee minutes

 Clearly identify goals not achievable with
automated system & the strategies to be used to
address them
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Promising S&S Practices
 Organizational’s Shared Vision Related

 Create organizational level S&S Committee

 Regular organizational-level S&S committee meetings
 Broad circulation of S&S Committee minutes

 Staffing schedulers (SS) permanently assigned to specific units
 Support SS attendance at regularly scheduled unit-based staff
meetings
 Support SS to spend time on the units and/or with their assigned
clinical managers on a daily basis
 SS meet regularly with NE to coordinate education requests
 Encourage one-on-one SS-nurse communication
 SS meet with new staff on orientation

 Negotiate staffing requests with individual nurses (looking for winwin solutions)
 Support project coordinator position, who
 is a nurse
 a S&S expert
 provides S&S consultation services
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Promising S&S Practices
 S&S Processes Related

 Vendor adapt software to institution
 Integrate S&S software systems to communicate
with each other
 Software programs’ codes and data information
limits are not less than needs of institution
 Print-out materials (e.g., rotation) are easy to read
and navigate
 Training updates for all users with every S&S
system upgrade
 Reduce need for agency staff and/or floating
through implementation of float teams and nursing
resource teams
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